Members Present: Sophie McGlynn ’18 (co-chair), Dela Scharff ’16 (co-chair), Arthur Chang ’19 (co-sec), Leah Budson ’19, Chris Pence ’17, Hannah Abrahams ’17, Arlene Casey ’19, Chris Haddad ’17, Alex Bitterman ’18, Oliver Child-Lanning ’18, Irene Evans ’16, Francesca Gascoigne, Levi Bowers ’17

Public Portion Guests:

A. [Committee Check-ins]
   1. SIA
      i. Thursday: event (cookies, critiques and the code) 7 p.m. in MCC
      ii. Help advertise
   2. Community Education and Outreach
      i. haven’t met yet, should meet
      ii. Talk during Sunday sundae break
   3. Abstract editing
      i. Will be meeting Wednesday @ 8 p.m. Start meeting this week
   4. Faculty outreach
      i. Again, have not done anything. Discuss during Sunday Sundae break

B. Plenary—tabling for elections
   1. Obligated to table in the DC after plenary (most people do it in their rooms)
   2. Most painless way is in pairs
   3. Will make google doc/spreadsheet

C. Elections
   1. Chris P.—why do we have trouble getting people to run into Honor Council
   2. Irene: Because Ryan B. King wrote scary email
   3. Dela: tremendous amount of work
   4. Leah: for clubs/organizations people table and advertise. We could hold interest sessions about being on Honor Council. Different because it’s elected
   5. Irene: have we had this problem with ‘18 and ‘19
   6. Sophie: what class year specifically are showing interest
   7. Irene: ‘16 and ‘17 were here when they saw Ryan Baxter-King sent out the email. Will that perception leave?
   8. Levi: Every junior or senior ask what’s wrong? Underclassmen are like cool.
   9. Sophie: we need to combat that perception. that gets passed down, but probably nowhere near as in ‘18 and ‘19.
   10. Arlene: It’s never a bad idea for there to be a forum.
   11. Leah: Type of people that tends to run for Honor Council. Sports team, for example.
   12. Dela: Always been more athletes than on council. Lots of club athletes, but still.
   13. Oliver: also time issue. varsity athletes don’t have the time.
   14. Sophie: true or not doesn’t matter, it’s about the perception. If there’s a type, they
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won't run. It's not going to matter to them.
15. Dela: broader conversation about who does/doesn't run.
16. Oliver P.: If not enough people run, what happens.
17. Chris H: If after two elections no one runs, Honor council is allowed to do that. It's a consensus decision.
18. Chris P.: That wasn't really a consensus.
19. Irene: In the future we should meet with the person.
20. Dela: Hope we can avoid this situation. Challenging that 14-15 people could consent and the person wants to do it. Process where people can reach out to people, bring name to council.
21. Sophie: Does that sort of address that (to Chris P.). Talking about give more accurate impression of who HoCo is and time commitment. Enjoyed community forums. events where we engage the community, talk about interesting stuff.
22. Chris P: Free food at Haverford. Use it because a lot of people use it.
23. Dela: A large number of people (upperclassmen first time) significant were community jurors and then decided to join.
24. Alex: Trial chairs could reach out to community jurors.
26. Sophie: Interesting that people who choose to be community jurors, some self-selecting. When people are exposed to a trial, they're like “oh. i see what the process is,” higher proportion. Lookin around room, lots of those people. Can we extend that?
27. Chris H: last spring of mock trial, video of mock trial. What Leah said before, community forum before elections.Videos like that demystify that.
28. Sophie: Event where we set up a trial and different stages (fact finding, circumstantial, etc), people sit there, go to each one and try out being a meeting. Make first-years do (HCO). HCO program relevant to that. Alex is on HCO committee. Also running training on Honor Council.
29. Frannie: HCOs are great people with little interest in the code. Important for people to care.
30. Hannah: HCO or customs issue. Only reason they got on customs was that they were two male athletes.
31. Sophie: two of my freshman were talking about how they didn’t care about honor code. Should we apply to be HCO.
32. Alex: admits he’s not a good HCO. Really hard to be a good HCO. Harder than any other position. Hard to get first-years to sit down and have a discussion about it.
33. Oliver: HCO. how little expectations there are for HCO. Compared to PAFs, that’s three sessions compared to ten. All first years are interested in, that’s it. Could get specialized, individuals. session topics, there aren’t that many sessions that can be run.
34. Frannie: you sound better than the HCOs I’ve dealt with. Had HCOs who didn’t know what consensus is, leave plenary fifteen minutes in. Different issue, something overall needs to be worked out. Doing three sessions, beating a lot of people.
35. Irene: on committee last year. Previous years, no required sessions. Tried to say you have to do six. What’s “you have to?”
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36. Chris H: No one is following up with it. Honor council had a program where honor council members were linked with HCOs, forward to freshman, drum up excitement. Get HCOs to get engaged with Honor Council side. Even HCO committee.

37. Dela: maybe community outreach get email to HCOs. Send email about every discussion, send it to every HCO.

38. Irene; you have two days notice. They can tell freshman there’s an abstract discussion, you need to go.

39. Leah: on an unrelated note. Abstract discussions in general. More people show up if it was in the DC over dinner? My own schedule, would feel more comfortable since half hour already scheduled for dinner. Could be interesting thing to consider.

40. Irene: tried to have it in the sunken lounge.

41. Sophie: could have it in here.

42. Oliver: not many apartment people come up.

43. Sophie: get meal tickets from deans for people who show up to discussion and hand them out.

44. Dela: Are people comfortable turning it to community education and outreach. Get out of council early for once.